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We can provide threat intelligence at 
both the macro and micro, addressing 
threats and network issues such as: 

• Malware

• Phishing

• Data exfiltration via DNS tunnelling

• Latency issues 

DNS connects humanly readable domain names to a 
series of numbers that make up IP addresses. Without it, 
we couldn’t send emails, catch up on news, shop or 
share videos and information online. Simply put, DNS is 
critical to how the internet works. 
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Q:  
Why is DNS so important?

A:  
The Domain Name System (DNS) is 
the address book of the internet 

DNS is critical to the operation of the internet 
– every time a device needs to connect to 
another device over the internet, a DNS query 
is issued. This makes DNS a fantastic lens 
through which to view your organisation. 
Understanding your outbound and inbound 
internet communications is a goldmine of 
intelligence for both business and security 
teams. 

Firewalls, intrusion detection systems and 
secure web gateways do not perform 
complete DNS transaction analyses and are 
unable to detect exfiltrated data. 

Hiding in your vast quantities of DNS data 
are the signatures of cyber security events, 
critical to your organisation and customers; 
but to find and understand them, you need a 
sophisticated analytics engine.  
 

Our ground-breaking technology is a force 
multiplier for security teams, providing DNS 
monitoring, analytics, machine learning, 
reporting and visualisation tools. It collects 
and analyses inbound and outbound DNS 
queries in real time to provide visibility 
and protection on critical threats to your 
organisation, including malware, phishing, 
botnets, data exfiltration and cryptomining. 
We remove the need for your team to 
understand DNS in depth and decrease the 
number of alerts by automatically spotting 
attacks and severing communications. 

Unlocking the secrets of DNS

We’ve developed the DNS analytics tools 
to collect and analyse billions of DNS 
queries to provide visibility and actionable 
intelligence on critical threats to your 
organisation.

FACT: 
 Traditional 
protection 
can’t detect 
exfiltrated 
data



Next steps

In these cases, the infected machines 
should be isolated to establish a regular 
OS patching routine. This ensures that you 
stay ahead of potential threats, which often 
exploit vulnerabilities in older, unpatched 
systems.
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Conficker is a fast-spreading worm 
that targets a vulnerability in Windows 
operating systems. Also known as 
Downadup, Conficker has infected 
millions of computers and established the 
infrastructure for a botnet going so far as 
to cripple the French Air Force. 

When we looked at the DNS queries 
National Rail’s website was experiencing, 
we immediately pieced together 
a detailed picture of the incident, 
including the name of the manufacturer 
of the infected machines. Following 
identification, we notified National Rail, 
enabling them to remove the threat 
before it caused a problem or stole a 
single byte of data. 

Nominet run the Protective Domain Name System (DNS) 
Service for the National Cyber Security Center in the UK, 
protecting UK government organisations from malware, 
phishing, malicious sites, botnets and many other cyber 
security threats.  

By analysing DNS traffic, we identified ticket machines 
used by a UK rail operator infected with the Conficker 
malware. 
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Hunting bots on
government networks 

Detecting infected ticket 
machines on national rail

How we help

The Protective DNS service blocks malicious sites from being accessed 
by public bodies and notifies them about any issues on their network 
so they can be fixed before cyber criminals can get to them.

Our Protective DNS service is currently being used by more than 200 
public sector organisations across the UK. 

The DNS service has now detected and blocked attempts to access 
over 30 million malicious websites*.

With our tools and technologies, we detect patterns and anomalies in 
DNS traffic. We can identify, track and report on malware infections 
(including WannaCry) on the UK Government networks. 

Our worldwide patented compression, analysis and advanced 
heuristics allows you to capture, understand, analyse and visualise 
threats contained in your DNS traffic. It gives you unprecedented 
visibility and security intelligence into your DNS data. Through an 
intuitive web dashboard, our platform allows you to easily pinpoint 
anomalies and suspicious activity, comprehend your DNS traffic 
and understand the methods, frequency and geography of your 
cyber attackers.

Next steps

Our platform is built to detect malicious activity in seconds and to 
actively block threats at DNS level, before they cause harm. It helps 
you gauge the health of your organisation quickly, uncover any 
infected machines and protect against known and unknown threats on 
your network.

“Nominet, the 
UK Registry, 
has a 20-odd 
year history 
of running 
national scale 
DNS with 
cracking 
uptime, so we 
asked them to 
do it for us.” 
NATIONAL CYBER SECURITY 
CENTRE 

*Read full report of Protected DNS service that Nominet run for the National Cyber Security Centre in the UK: 
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/news/annual-review-2018



Protecting the UK internet 

The benefit of forensics 

In one instance, we identified IP addresses 
involved in spam campaigns and DDoS 
attacks in forensic detail. This was 
invaluable for after-action reports and 
incident response. 

We saw instances of online gamers 
mounting DDoS attacks against each other, 
with repeat victims clearly identified. 

US Government domains were used 
repeatedly in reflection attacks due to 
large DNSSEC payloads, making them an 
ideal candidate for attackers. 
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We help keep 10.5 million registered domains safe. As 
part of our job in protecting the UK internet, we played 
a role in exposing the Cutwail botnet, used by cyber 
criminals to distribute spam and malware. Computers 
infected with Cutwail were sending an estimated 74 
billion spam emails a day, equal to nearly half of the 
world’s spam. 

We can monitor your organisation’s internet posture 
from different perspectives. By looking at who’s 
accessing your services, we can build a picture of 
normal and abnormal traffic patterns.

At its busiest the botnet was making 1 
billion queries per day across just two 
of our name servers. (A name server is 
a specialised server on the internet that 
handles queries or questions from your 
local computer.) 

We were able to spot suspicious patterns 
in DNS traffic and identify the botnet. Our 
tools allowed us to track and monitor the 
flaws in the malware code used in Cutwail’s 
DNS resolvers, enabling the infected 
endpoints to be identified. We shared our 
data with a number of organisations who 
block spam, and academia, who have an 
interest in it.

Helping ISPs identify customers 

infected with malware

To get a clear view of botnet traffic like 
Cutwail and WannaCry, we rely on our 
tools, in-house techniques and our 
world-class insight into DNS.  

We produce lists of domain names 
associated with botnet  
command-and-control infrastructure, which 
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) can then 
block to keep networks safe.

The Nominet NTX platform is a 
ground-breaking cyber threat monitoring 
and analytics technology. It uses patented 
compression, analysis and advanced 
heuristics to find cyber threats hidden 
amongst your organisation’s DNS data.  

This unique approach allows the NTX 
platform to instantly detect single malicious 
packets hidden inside vast quantities of 
legitimate enterprise data, before they cause 
you harm.   

A ‘packet’ is a unit of data passed from 
one computer to another. Capturing data 
at this level provides detailed forensics 
and an audit trail that shows what actually 
happened during a major incident.

Our NTX platform also replays historic DNS 
traffic, providing you with answers as to 
how and where an attack happened in 
your network, who the compromised users 
are and the make up of the attack. All the 
information you are required to have at 
hand for post-breach forensics and breach 
reporting. 

FACT: 
92% of 
malware 
is easily 
detectable  
in DNS
 
CISCO

FACT: 
In 2017, an IBM and 
Ponemon report 
revealed that US 
companies took 
an average of 206 
days to detect a 
data breach.*
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Post-breach forensics

*https://www.ibm.com/account/reg/us-en/signup?formid=urx-33316



Helping ISPs to stop DNS tunnelling 

DNS tunnelling usually has two  
root causes: 

• Stealing confidential information 

• Re-routing internet traffic via DNS to 
 avoid per-volume charges 
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As a rule, corporate firewalls do not block DNS traffic
- it has to get through for the internet to work. 
This makes it the ideal place to extract information from 
an organisation.

We can quickly identify the use of DNS tunnelling toolkits, the source of the traffic and the 
targeted domains. Nominet experts can even reassemble the exfiltrated information. 

Nominet at work

We helped an ISP to identify, quantify and qualify DNS tunnelling on their network. This 
tunnelling represented users circumventing billing controls and stealing internet usage. With 
our tools, we proved the existence of this behaviour, its size and finally, its absence once 
remediation steps were taken. 

We also identified non-DNS traffic routed through port 53. Ports are doorways to 
computers, and because DNS uses Port 53 to serve its requests, this was an important 
discovery.

FACT: 
90% of 
organisations 
feel vulnerable to 
insider attacks  
HAYSTAX

FACT: 
Nominet is the  
only provider 
of DNS-based  
security to offer 
a fully-managed 
service
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TalkTalk 

TalkTalk was hacked in November 2015. The 
result: compromised customer details. The 
attack cost TalkTalk over £60m and lost 
them more than 100,000 customers. They 
later received a fine of £400k from the ICO. 

While the root cause of data loss was SQL 
injection, the cover for the attack was a 
massive DDoS attack, a common pattern in 
cyber attacks. 

What if TalkTalk had employed our NTX 
platform? They could have visualised 
and isolated malicious traffic during the 
incident. They would have also detected 
a dry run of the DDoS attack two weeks 
before the actual attack took place. 

Lloyds TSB 

While monitoring UK traffic, we saw 
numerous and sustained attacks against 
Lloyds TSB. This culminated in the biggest 
traffic spike we’ve ever seen, with a peak 
of 1.2 million queries per second at one 
point. Over the weekend we saw the same 
type of strike against Barclays: random sub 
domain DDoS attacks. This type of attack 
is popular with criminals, as it means the 
targeted server always has to do a full 
look-up of a domain and cannot leverage 
its cache. This adds extra load to the 
server, with the desired effect being that it 
collapses. 

Service disrupted

Lloyds’ service was disrupted for a period 
of time. Had they used Nominet’s cyber 
security services, the problems would have 
been detected and the bank would have 
received alerts and reports on the abuse. 

Lessons learned 

Our servers did reduce the attack’s 
effect with Response Rate Limiting. 
Recognising that they were being asked 
too many questions, our services limited 
the responses sent. This broke the DNS 
resolution chain and protected the 
downstream server.

“This is the fastest 
security tool to 
deploy we have 
ever used.” 
PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS



• Detect and block known and unknown malware 

• Spot and block the otherwise tiny anomalies in your organisation’s DNS traffic  
 which are a marker of both known and emerging threats, before these   
 communicate with the host

• Stop social engineering

• Detect and stop both targeted phishing and large-scale spam runs which seek  
 to manipulate your employees.

• Stop data exfiltration

• Identify and prevent DNS tunnelling attempts, highlighting traffic source and  
 target domains used in low-level data exfiltration.

Possible causes for latency are:

• DNS servers being tied up with   
 other functions 

• DNS name servers are not  
 geographically close to a large   
 percentage of users 

• Routing table errors are    
 misdirecting requests to far afield  
 name servers 
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By looking at DNS query request and 
response times, we can highlight areas of 
network latency. Latency issues can result 
in crippling transmission and processing 
delays. By identifying and analysing 
re-query traffic using our tools, you can 
pinpoint issues with specific servers so 
that solutions can be found. 

The NTX platform allows you to improve your network performance by analysing DNS query 
request and response times, rebalance networks and pinpoint issues with specific servers. 

Network latency is a measurement of how long it takes  
for data to travel between two connected points.  
For example, when you find that web pages are taking 
longer to open, you’ve experienced high network latency. 
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What else can we do?

Helping administrators manage 
their networks 



We can help you identify the sources of unusual traffic patterns 
caused by network misconfigurations.  

This can be: 

• Misconfigurations of DNS name servers, which maintain a directory of domain names  
 and translate them to Internet Protocol (IP) 

• Errors in zone files, which store all the data served by a DNS server 

• Misconfigurations of endpoints trying to connect to a website 
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Misconfigurations 

Engineering Work 

Our NTX platform can highlight the impact of engineering and maintenance work, such 
as traffic shaping, in order to bring data into a desired traffic profile; site downtime; user 
impact; and so on.

Ready to talk?

To learn more on how we can help you,  
get in touch now. 

UK: +44 (0) 1865 332 255 
US: +1 202 821 4256 

cybersecurity@nominet.com 

www.nominet.com/cybersecurity
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